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(54) METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENERATING WINNING NUMBERS

(57) The present invention provides a method for
generating winning numbers and an apparatus. The
method includes: receiving, by a first node in a first period
of time, n encrypted random parameters sent by n second
nodes in a system, where n is a positive integer; receiv-
ing, by the first node in a second period of time, n mapping
relationships and n keys that are sent by the n second
nodes, where each mapping relationship is a one-to-one
mapping relationship between an encrypted random pa-

rameter and a key; and decrypting, by the first node in a
third period of time, the n encrypted random parameters
by using the n mapping relationships and the n keys, to
obtain a target random parameter set, and generating
target winning numbers by using the target random pa-
rameter set, so that each node can generate the winning
numbers and verify impartiality of the winning numbers,
thereby increasing randomness of a random parameter.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of com-
puter technologies, and in particular, to a method for gen-
erating winning numbers and an apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Currently, a computer is mostly used to gener-
ate a lot drawing result for various lot drawings (for ex-
ample, a digital lottery, an Internet lottery, and the like).
Winning numbers are generated mainly according to ran-
dom numbers entered into the computer, an embedded
random algorithm, or the like. Even though a specified
computer program is used, the entered random numbers
may still be artificially manipulated. Therefore, these ran-
dom numbers and winning numbers may be forged, and
fairness and reliability of drawing a lottery are poor. At
present, a random number selection range is usually ex-
panded or a specific random signal is used as computer
input, so as to reduce a degree of people’s suspicion
about the lot drawing result to some extent.
[0003] In the prior art, a relevant system is customized
to require a lottery agency to use a specified computer
program, so that a computer can be used to generate
highly complicated random numbers. However, the pub-
lic cannot supervise a process of using these random
numbers for lot drawing. That is, in this process, the public
cannot verify authenticity of an actual lot drawing proc-
ess, and can only verify whether they win a lottery. Es-
sentially, even though the highly complicated random
numbers are used for the lot drawing, it cannot be guar-
anteed that final winning numbers are a true and random
result.

SUMMARY

[0004] This application provides a method for gener-
ating winning numbers and an apparatus, so as to solve
a problem that the public cannot verify authenticity of an
existing process of drawing a lottery.
[0005] A first aspect provides a method for generating
winning numbers, where the method includes:

receiving, by a first node in a first period of time, n
encrypted random parameters sent by n second
nodes in a system, where n is a positive integer;
receiving, by the first node in a second period of time,
n mapping relationships and n keys that are sent by
the n second nodes, where each mapping relation-
ship is a one-to-one mapping relationship between
an encrypted random parameter and a key; and
decrypting, by the first node in a third period of time,
the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain a
target random parameter set, and generating target

winning numbers by using the target random param-
eter set, where
the first period of time, the second period of time,
and the third period of time are chronologically ar-
ranged in ascending order. Each node that partici-
pates in a lot drawing is set to participate in a process
of generating the winning numbers, so that each
node can generate the winning numbers and verify
impartiality of the winning numbers, thereby increas-
ing randomness of a random parameter. In addition,
with all-people participation, fun of a lot drawing proc-
ess may further be improved, and more users are
attracted to participate in the lot drawing, thereby
improving user experience.

[0006] With reference to the first aspect, in a first im-
plementation of the first aspect of the present invention,
after the decrypting, by the first node in a third period of
time, the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain a target
random parameter set, the method further includes:
sending, by the first node, the target random parameter
set to the n second nodes in a fourth period of time.
[0007] In this way, each node can determine and obtain
a random parameter set with a smallest difference, and
generate final winning numbers by using the random pa-
rameter set with the smallest difference, and also can
verify validity of the random parameter set for generating
the winning numbers by each node, so that data validity
and impartiality are effectively improved.
[0008] With reference to the first implementation of the
first aspect, in a second implementation of the first as-
pect, after the decrypting, by the first node in a third period
of time, the n encrypted random parameters by using the
n mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain a target
random parameter set, and before the generating target
winning numbers by using the target random parameter
set, the method further includes:

receiving, by the first node in the fourth period of
time, random parameter sets sent by the n second
nodes;
comparing the n random parameter sets sent by the
n second nodes with the target random parameter
set; and
determining, from the n random parameter sets and
the target random parameter set, a first candidate
random parameter set that has a smallest difference
with the other random parameter sets; and
the generating the target winning numbers by using
the target random parameter set includes:
generating, by the first node, the target winning num-
bers by using the first candidate random parameter
set.

[0009] In this way, each node can determine and obtain
the random parameter set with the smallest difference,
and generate the final winning numbers by using the ran-
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dom parameter set with the smallest difference.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect, in a third im-
plementation of the first aspect of the present invention,
after the decrypting, by the first node in a third period of
time, the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain a target
random parameter set, the method further includes:
sending, by the first node, the target winning numbers to
the n second nodes in the fourth period of time.
[0011] In this way, these second nodes can determine
a difference between winning numbers generated by
these second nodes themselves and winning numbers
generated by another node, and use winning numbers
with a smallest difference as the final winning numbers,
so that data accuracy is effectively improved.
[0012] With reference to the first implementation of the
first aspect, in a fourth implementation of the first aspect
of the present invention, after the sending, by the first
node, the target random parameter set to the n second
nodes in a fourth period of time, or after the sending, by
the first node, the target winning numbers to the n second
nodes in the fourth period of time, the method further
includes:

receiving, by the first node in the fourth period of
time, n winning numbers sent by the n second nodes;
counting a quantity of winning numbers that exist in
both the target winning numbers and the n winning
numbers; and
using, by the first node as the target winning num-
bers, winning numbers that exist in both the target
winning numbers and the n winning numbers and
whose quantities are the largest.

[0013] With this determining mechanism, accuracy of
winning numbers is effectively improved.
[0014] With reference to any one of the first aspect or
the first to the fourth implementations of the first aspect,
in a fifth implementation of the first aspect, the decrypting,
by the first node in a third period of time, the n encrypted
random parameters by using the n mapping relationships
and the n keys, to obtain a target random parameter set,
and generating target winning numbers by using the tar-
get random parameter set specifically includes:

decrypting, by the first node in the third period of
time, the n encrypted random parameters by using
the n mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain
n target random parameters;
determining, by the first node, a second candidate
random parameter set from the n target random pa-
rameters according to a preset filter criterion, where
the second candidate random parameter set in-
cludes m candidate random parameters, m < n, and
m is a positive integer; and
generating, by the first node, the target winning num-
bers by using the second candidate random param-
eter set.

[0015] By using a comparison with a random parame-
ter set obtained by another node, each node finally gen-
erates the target winning numbers by using a same ran-
dom parameter set. This improves data reliability and lot
drawing fairness.
[0016] With reference to any one of the first aspect or
the first to the fifth implementations of the first aspect, in
a sixth implementation of the first aspect of the present
invention, the method further includes at least one of the
following cases:

if the first node receives, after the first period of time,
a new encrypted random parameter sent by a sec-
ond node that newly participates in a lot drawing,
discarding, by the first node, the new encrypted ran-
dom parameter;
if the first node receives, after the second period of
time, a new mapping relationship and a new key that
are sent by a second node that newly participates in
a lot drawing, discarding, by the first node, the new
mapping relationship and the new key; or
discarding, by the first node in the third period of
time, an encrypted random parameter that fails to be
decrypted and that is in the n encrypted random pa-
rameters.

[0017] By setting this mechanism, a valid encrypted
random parameter, mapping relationship, key, or the like
that participates in the lot drawing is selected, and a node
that does not enter a lot drawing process within a spec-
ified time is eliminated. This improves the data validity
and reliability and the lot drawing fairness, and reduces
a probability of a pseudo encrypted random parameter
to some extent.
[0018] With reference to any one of the first aspect or
the first to the sixth implementations of the first aspect,
in a seventh implementation of the first aspect of the
present invention, an algorithm used to generate the tar-
get winning numbers by using the target random param-
eter set is irreversible and unpredictable.
[0019] This can improve randomness and impartiality
of the foregoing target winning numbers.
[0020] A second aspect of the present invention pro-
vides a first node, where the first node includes:

a receiving module, configured to receive, in a first
period of time, n encrypted random parameters sent
by n second nodes in a system, where n is a positive
integer; and
receive, in a second period of time, n mapping rela-
tionships and n keys that are sent by the n second
nodes, where each mapping relationship is a one-
to-one mapping relationship between an encrypted
random parameter and a key; and
a processing module, configured to decrypt, in a third
period of time, the n encrypted random parameters
by using the n mapping relationships and the n keys,
to obtain a target random parameter set, and gen-
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erate target winning numbers by using the target ran-
dom parameter set, where
the first period of time, the second period of time,
and the third period of time are chronologically ar-
ranged in ascending order.

[0021] It can be learned from the foregoing technical
solutions that, in the present invention, the first node ob-
tains the target random parameter set according to the
received n encrypted random parameters, n mapping re-
lationships, and n keys, and generates the target winning
numbers by using the target random parameter set. Each
node that participates in the lot drawing is set to partici-
pate in the process of generating the winning numbers,
so that each node can generate the winning numbers
and verify impartiality of the winning numbers, thereby
increasing randomness of a random parameter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0022]

FIG. 1 is a structural diagram of a distributed system
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 2 is a diagram of a server-terminal structure
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 3 is a flowchart of a method for generating win-
ning numbers according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
FIG. 4 is a structural diagram of a first node according
to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4-1 is another structural diagram of a first node
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion; and
FIG. 5 is another structural diagram of a first node
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0023] Reference will now be made in detail to embod-
iments, examples of which are illustrated in the accom-
panying drawings. In the following detailed description,
numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide
a thorough understanding of the subject matter present-
ed herein. However, it will be apparent to one skilled in
the art that the subject matter may be practiced without
these specific details. In other instances, well-known
methods, procedures, components, and circuits have not
been described in detail so as not to unnecessarily ob-
scure aspects of the embodiments.
[0024] In the specification, claims, and accompanying
drawings of the present invention, the terms "first", "sec-
ond", and so on are intended to distinguish between sim-
ilar objects but do not necessarily indicate a specific order
or sequence. It should be understood that the data

termed in such a way are interchangeable in proper cir-
cumstances so that the embodiments of the present in-
vention described herein can be implemented in other
orders than the order illustrated or described herein.
Moreover, the terms "include", "contain" and any other
variants mean to cover the non-exclusive inclusion, for
example, a process, method, system, product, or device
that includes a list of steps or modules is not necessarily
limited to those modules, but may include other modules
not expressly listed or inherent to such a process, meth-
od, system, product, or device. The module division in
this specification is merely logical division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a
plurality of modules may be combined or integrated into
another system, or some features may be ignored or not
performed. In addition, the displayed or discussed mutual
couplings or direct couplings or communication connec-
tions may be implemented by using some interfaces. The
indirect couplings or communication connections be-
tween the modules may be implemented in electronic or
other forms. This is not limited in this specification. Fur-
thermore, a module or a submodule described as a sep-
arate part may or may not be physically separate, and
may or may not be a physical module, or may be distrib-
uted in a plurality of circuit modules. Some or all modules
may be selected according to actual needs to achieve
objectives of solutions of the embodiments of the present
invention.
[0025] The embodiments of the present invention pro-
vide a method for generating winning numbers and an
apparatus that are used in scenarios such as a commer-
cial activity (for example, a lot drawing, a lottery, selection
of a lucky user, and the like), allocation of a valuable
government or civilian resource (for example, a license
plate number, a school enrollment qualification, and the
like), and game application (for example, sending a We-
Chat red envelope and obtaining a virtual item). Details
are described below.
[0026] A current lot drawing mechanism and a super-
visory platform are controlled by a minority. Even if
strength of random numbers for generating winning num-
bers is high, the public, a lottery agency, or the like cannot
not verify authenticity of a lot drawing process. The fol-
lowing ideas are used to improve fairness of winning a
lottery in the present invention:

1. Random parameters entered into a computer are
generated by all terminals that participate in a lot
drawing.
2. Each terminal receives a mapping relationship be-
tween an encrypted random parameter and a key,
an encrypted random parameter, and a key that are
sent by another terminal that participates in the lot
drawing.
The mapping relationship is temporarily generated
by a corresponding terminal, and therefore each ter-
minal receives multiple mapping relationships, mul-
tiple encrypted random parameters, and multiple
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keys.
That is, each terminal broadcasts a random param-
eter generated by the terminal itself to the other ter-
minals that participate in the lot drawing. In this way,
after obtaining all random parameters, the another
terminal can generate winning numbers by using
these random parameters.
3. The terminal decrypts the received encrypted ran-
dom parameter by using the foregoing mapping re-
lationship and key to obtain all random parameters
that actually participate in the lot drawing, and gen-
erates final winning numbers by using these random
parameters. Theoretically, final winning numbers ob-
tained by all terminals by means of calculation are
the same, provided that all the obtained random pa-
rameters are valid.

[0027] Technical solutions in the present invention
may be applied to a distributed system (shown in FIG. 1)
and a server-terminal system (shown in FIG. 2), and
therefore a node in this specification may be a terminal
or a server. In the distributed system, each terminal that
participates in generating winning numbers is connected
in a wireless or wired communication manner. Each ter-
minal may generate the winning numbers and verify im-
partiality and randomness of the winning numbers, and
there may be a control device used to control all termi-
nals. In the server-terminal system, each terminal that
participates in generating the winning numbers is con-
nected, in a wireless or wired communication manner, to
a server that generates the winning numbers. The server
performs centralized management on all terminals. Both
the server and the terminal can generate the winning
numbers, and each terminal can verify the impartiality of
the winning numbers.
[0028] Referring to FIG. 3, a method for generating
winning numbers is described below by using an exam-
ple, and an embodiment of the present invention includes
the following steps.
[0029] 101. A first node receives, in a first period of
time, n encrypted random parameters sent by n second
nodes in a system.
[0030] n is a positive integer, and the first node re-
ceives, only in the first period of time, the n encrypted
random parameters sent by other nodes. In addition, in
the first period of time, the first node generates an en-
crypted random parameter required for a lot drawing, and
sends the encrypted random parameter to the n second
nodes. n is a quantity of all nodes that prepare to partic-
ipate in the lot drawing and that access the system. How-
ever, the first node uses only the encrypted random pa-
rameters received in the first period of time as candidate
parameters for generating the winning numbers.
[0031] 102. The first node receives, in a second period
of time, n mapping relationships and n keys that are sent
by the n second nodes.
[0032] Each mapping relationship is a one-to-one
mapping relationship between an encrypted random pa-

rameter and a key. That is, after generating an encrypted
random parameter and a key, each node temporarily
generates a mapping relationship between the encrypted
random parameter and the key, and broadcasts the map-
ping relationship and the key to another node. Moreover,
the first node uses only the mapping relationships and
the keys that are received in the second period of time
as candidate information.
[0033] 103. The first node decrypts, in a third period of
time, the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain a target
random parameter set.
[0034] The target random parameter set is a set of valid
random parameters that are successfully obtained by
means of description in the third period of time.
[0035] 104. The first node generates target winning
numbers by using the target random parameter set.
[0036] The first period of time, the second period of
time, and the third period of time are chronologically ar-
ranged in ascending order.
[0037] In addition, to improve randomness and impar-
tiality of the foregoing target winning numbers, a one-
way and irreversible algorithm with a chaotic motion such
as a one-way hash algorithm or a secure hash algorithm
(SHA, Security Hash Algorithm) may be used. The cha-
otic motion is unpredictable in the long term. Details are
not limited in this specification.
[0038] Optionally, before the first node receives, in the
first period of time, the encrypted random parameters
sent by the n second nodes in the system, to reduce a
time difference in receiving or sending data by each node
in the system, and to reduce a problem, of a great differ-
ence in the winning numbers finally obtained by each
node, caused by a time-asynchronization-induced differ-
ence in a target random parameter set obtained by each
node, the method further includes:
sending, by the first node, synchronization information
to the n second nodes in the system, where the synchro-
nization information is used for synchronization between
the n second nodes and the first node. In a distributed
system, a control device may be set to manage time. In
a server-terminal system, a server can manage time. De-
tails are not limited in this specification.
[0039] It can be understood that, when the first node
is a server, and the second node is a terminal, the server
can generate final target winning numbers by using only
the encrypted random parameter sent by the terminal;
when the first node is a terminal, and the second node
is a terminal, the terminal generates the final target win-
ning numbers by using a random parameter generated
by the terminal itself and an encrypted random parameter
sent by the other terminal.
[0040] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
first node obtains the target random parameter set ac-
cording to the received n encrypted random parameters,
n mapping relationships, and n keys, and generates the
target winning numbers by using the target random pa-
rameter set. Each node that participates in the lot drawing
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is set to participate in a process of generating the winning
numbers. In this way, each node can generate the win-
ning numbers and verify impartiality of the winning num-
bers, thereby increasing randomness of a random pa-
rameter. In addition, with all-people participation, fun of
a lot drawing process may further be improved, and more
users are attracted to participate in the lot drawing, there-
by improving user experience.
[0041] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, after the first node decrypts, in the third period of
time, the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain the target
random parameter set, the method further includes at
least one of the following items:

1. The first node sends the target random parameter
set to the n second nodes in a fourth period of time,
so that another second node can obtain a difference
by means of a comparison between n target random
parameters sent by the first node and a random pa-
rameter set obtained by the another second node
itself. It can be understood that each node may re-
ceive a random parameter set sent by another node
that participates in the lot drawing. Therefore, each
node can determine and obtain a random parameter
set with a smallest difference, and generate the final
winning numbers by using the random parameter set
with the smallest difference, and also can verify va-
lidity of the random parameter set of each node for
generating the winning numbers, so that data validity
and impartiality are effectively improved.
2. The first node sends the target winning numbers
to the n second nodes in the fourth period of time.
The first node sends the target winning numbers
generated by the first node itself to other second
nodes. In this way, these second nodes can deter-
mine a difference between winning numbers gener-
ated by these second nodes themselves and winning
numbers generated by another node, and use win-
ning numbers with a smallest difference as the final
winning numbers, so that data accuracy is effectively
improved. It can be understood that each node may
receive winning numbers sent by another node that
participates in the lot drawing.

[0042] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, after the first node sends the target random param-
eter set to the n second nodes in the fourth period of time,
or after the first node sends the target winning numbers
to the n second nodes in the fourth period of time, the
method further includes:

receiving, by the first node in the fourth period of
time, n winning numbers sent by the n second nodes;
counting a quantity of winning numbers that exist in
both the target winning numbers and the n winning
numbers; and
using, by the first node as the target winning num-

bers, winning numbers that exist in both the target
winning numbers and the n winning numbers and
whose quantities are the largest.

[0043] With this determining mechanism, accuracy of
winning numbers is effectively improved.
[0044] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, although a random parameter set finally obtained
by each terminal should be consistent theoretically, a
sample of the random parameter set finally obtained by
each terminal is inconsistent in consideration of a cause
such as a few terminals are manipulated, or an identity
is invalid, or a sent random parameter is invalid because
time of participating in the lot drawing this time is late, or
the sent encrypted random parameter fails to be decrypt-
ed and is invalid. Consequently, authenticity and validity
of a random parameter obtained by the first node are
affected. A sample error can be reduced by using the
following manners for determining.
[0045] 1. After the first node decrypts, in the third period
of time, the n encrypted random parameters by using the
n mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain the
target random parameter set, and before the first node
generates the target winning numbers by using the target
random parameter set, the method further includes:

receiving, by the first node in the fourth period of
time, random parameter sets sent by the n second
nodes; where
optionally, each node broadcasts a random param-
eter set obtained by the node itself to another node;
in addition, after receiving a query request sent by
any second node, the first node sends the target ran-
dom parameter set obtained by the first node itself
to the requesting node, so that each node can verify
reliability of winning numbers generated by another
node;
comparing the n random parameter sets sent by the
n second nodes with the target random parameter
set; and
determining, from the n random parameter sets and
the target random parameter set, a first candidate
random parameter set that has a smallest difference
with the other random parameter sets.

[0046] The generating target winning numbers by us-
ing the target random parameter set includes:
generating, by the first node, the target winning numbers
by using the first candidate random parameter set.
[0047] It can be understood that, due to an external
factor such as a change in a node that participates in the
lot drawing, or a data transmission failure, there may be
a difference in a random parameter set obtained by each
node within a stipulated time. By using a comparison with
a random parameter set obtained by another node, each
node finally generates the target winning numbers by us-
ing a same random parameter set. This improves data
reliability and lot drawing fairness.
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[0048] Even if not all nodes select a same random pa-
rameter set to generate the target winning numbers fi-
nally, a process of generating winning numbers by an-
other node that participates in the lot drawing can still be
seen, and therefore reliability of winning numbers gen-
erated by each node can be verified.
[0049] 2. The first node decrypts, in the third period of
time, the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain the n
target random parameters.
[0050] The first node determines a second candidate
random parameter set from the n target random param-
eters according to preset a filter criterion. The second
candidate random parameter set includes m candidate
random parameters, m ≤ n, and m is a positive integer.
The preset filter criterion may be identity verification on
a node, for example, about whether the node is a valid
terminal that participates in the lot drawing. Alternatively,
the preset filter criterion may be using a filter for selection,
for example, only a digit is selected, and a letter or a
symbol is removed.
[0051] The first node generates the target winning
numbers by using the second candidate random param-
eter set.
[0052] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, to improve management on the final winning num-
bers, some rules may further be set to filter the received
encrypted random parameter, mapping relationship, and
key, so that data is authentic and valid, and has timeliness
to some extent. Therefore, when selecting a valid en-
crypted random parameter, a valid mapping relationship,
and a valid key, this method may further include at least
one of the following cases:
[0053] a. If the first node receives, after the first period
of time, a new encrypted random parameter sent by a
second node that newly participates in the lot drawing,
the first node discards the new encrypted random pa-
rameter. By setting this mechanism, a valid encrypted
random parameter that participates in the lot drawing is
selected, and a node that does not enter a lot drawing
process within a specified time is eliminated. This im-
proves the data reliability and the lot drawing fairness,
and reduces a probability of a pseudo encrypted random
parameter to some extent.
[0054] b. If the first node receives, after the second
period of time, a new mapping relationship and a new
key that are sent by a second node that newly participates
in the lot drawing, the first node discards the new mapping
relationship and the new key. It can be learned that, by
using a time limitation, only the mapping relationship and
the key that are received in the second period of time are
selected. On a basis of the case 1, a further limitation on
data of a valid node that participates in the lot drawing
can improve the data reliability and reduce the probability
of a pseudo encrypted random parameter.
[0055] c. In the third period of time, the first node dis-
cards an encrypted random parameter that fails to be
decrypted and that is in the n encrypted random param-

eters. By using this mechanism, data that fails to be ver-
ified is further excluded, and the data validity and relia-
bility are effectively improved.
[0056] Referring to FIG. 4, a first node 20 for performing
the foregoing method for generating winning numbers is
described below, and the first node 20 includes:

a receiving module 201, configured to receive, in a
first period of time, n encrypted random parameters
sent by n second nodes in a system, where n is a
positive integer; and
receive, in a second period of time, n mapping rela-
tionships and n keys that are sent by the n second
nodes, where each mapping relationship is a one-
to-one mapping relationship between an encrypted
random parameter and a key; and
a processing module 202, configured to decrypt, in
a third period of time, the n encrypted random pa-
rameters by using the n mapping relationships and
the n keys, to obtain a target random parameter set,
and generate target winning numbers by using the
target random parameter set, where
the first period of time, the second period of time,
and the third period of time are chronologically ar-
ranged in ascending order.

[0057] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
processing module 202 obtains the target random pa-
rameter set according to the received n encrypted ran-
dom parameters, n mapping relationships, and n keys,
and generates the target winning numbers by using the
target random parameter set. Each node that participates
in the lot drawing is set to participate in a process of
generating the winning numbers. In this way, each node
can generate the winning numbers and verify impartiality
of the winning numbers, thereby increasing randomness
of a random parameter. In addition, with all-people par-
ticipation, fun of a lot drawing process may further be
improved, and more users are attracted to participate in
the lot drawing, thereby improving user experience.
[0058] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, referring to FIG. 4-1, the first node 20 further includes
a sending module 203, and the sending module 203 is
configured to execute at least one of the following items:
[0059] 1. The sending module 203 sends the target
random parameter set to the n second nodes in a fourth
period of time. In this way, another second node can ob-
tain a difference by means of a comparison between the
target random parameter set sent by the first node and
a random parameter set obtained by the another second
node itself, so that data validity and impartiality are im-
proved.
[0060] 2. The sending module 203 sends the target
winning numbers to the n second nodes in the fourth
period of time. The first node sends the target winning
numbers generated by the first node itself to other second
nodes. In this way, these second nodes can determine
a difference between winning numbers generated by
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these second nodes themselves and winning numbers
generated by another node, and use winning numbers
with a smallest difference as the final winning numbers,
so that data accuracy is effectively improved.
[0061] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, the receiving module 201 is further configured to:
receive, in the fourth period of time, n winning numbers
sent by the n second nodes.
[0062] The processing module 202 is further config-
ured to:

count a quantity of winning numbers that exist in both
the target winning numbers and the n winning num-
bers; and
use, as the target winning numbers, winning num-
bers that exist in both the target winning numbers
and the n winning numbers and whose quantities are
the largest.

[0063] With this determining mechanism, accuracy of
winning numbers is effectively improved.
[0064] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, although a random parameter set finally obtained
by each terminal should be consistent theoretically, a
sample of the random parameter set finally obtained by
each terminal is inconsistent in consideration of a cause
such as a few terminals are manipulated, or an identity
is invalid, or a sent random parameter is invalid because
time of participating in the lot drawing this time is late, or
the sent encrypted random parameter fails to be decrypt-
ed and is invalid. Consequently, authenticity and validity
of a random parameter obtained by the first node are
affected. A sample error can be reduced by using the
following manners for determining.

1. The receiving module 201 receives, in the fourth
period of time, random parameter sets sent by the n
second nodes.
The processing module 202 compares the n random
parameter sets sent by the n second nodes with the
target random parameter set;
determines, from the n random parameter sets and
the target random parameter set, a first candidate
random parameter set that has a smallest difference
with the other random parameter sets; and
generates the target winning numbers by using the
first candidate random parameter set.
2. The processing module 202 decrypts, in the third
period of time, the n encrypted random parameters
by using the n mapping relationships and the n keys,
to obtain the n target random parameters;
determines a second candidate random parameter
set from the n target random parameters according
to a preset filter criterion, where the second candi-
date random parameter set includes m candidate
random parameters, m ≤ n, and m is a positive inte-
ger; and
generates the target winning numbers by using the

second candidate random parameter set.

[0065] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, to improve management on the final winning num-
bers, some rules may further be set to filter the received
encrypted random parameter, mapping relationship, and
key, so that data is authentic and valid, and has timeliness
to some extent. Therefore, when selecting a valid en-
crypted random parameter, a valid mapping relationship,
and a valid key, the processing module 202 is further
configured to implement at least one of the following cas-
es:

1. If the receiving module 201 receives, after the first
period of time, a new encrypted random parameter
sent by a second node that newly participates in the
lot drawing, the new encrypted random parameter
is discarded. By setting this mechanism, a valid en-
crypted random parameter that participates in the lot
drawing is selected, and a node that does not enter
a lot drawing process within a specified time is elim-
inated. This improves the data reliability and the lot
drawing fairness, and reduces a probability of a
pseudo encrypted random parameter to some ex-
tent.
2. If the receiving module 201 receives, after the sec-
ond period of time, a new mapping relationship and
a new key that are sent by a second node that newly
participates in the lot drawing, the new mapping re-
lationship and the new key are discarded. By using
a time limitation, only the mapping relationship and
the key that are received in the second period of time
are selected. On a basis of the case a, a further lim-
itation on data of a valid node that participates in the
lot drawing can improve the data reliability and re-
duce the probability of a pseudo encrypted random
parameter.
3. In the third period of time, an encrypted random
parameter that fails to be decrypted and that is in the
n encrypted random parameters is discarded. By us-
ing this mechanism, data that fails to be verified is
further excluded, and the data validity and reliability
are effectively improved.

[0066] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, an algorithm used to generate the target winning
numbers by using the target random parameter set is
irreversible and unpredictable. Because the algorithm is
unpredictable, it is more random. Generally, an algorithm
with a chaotic motion is used. The algorithm is charac-
terized by long-term unpredictability, and therefore can
further improve data randomness and reliability.
[0067] Optionally, in some embodiments of the inven-
tion, to reduce a time difference in receiving or sending
data by each node in the system, and to reduce a prob-
lem, of a great difference in the winning numbers finally
obtained by each node, caused by a time-asynchroniza-
tion-induced difference in a target random parameter set
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obtained by each node, the sending module 203 is further
configured to:
send synchronization information to the n second nodes
in the system, where the synchronization information is
used for synchronization between the n second nodes
and the first node.
[0068] The present invention further provides a com-
puter storage medium, and a program is stored in the
medium. When executed, the program includes some or
all steps of the foregoing method for generating winning
numbers.
[0069] The present invention further provides a com-
puter storage medium, and a program is stored in the
medium. When executed, the program includes some or
all steps of the foregoing method, for generating winning
numbers, executed by a first node.
[0070] FIG. 5 is another structural diagram of a first
node 50 according to an embodiment of the present in-
vention. The first node 50 may include at least one net-
work interface or another communications interface, at
least one receiver 501, at least one transmitter 502, at
least one processor 503, and a memory 504, so as to
implement connection and communication between
these apparatuses. By using the at least one network
interface (wired or wireless), a communications connec-
tion between the system gateway and at least one other
network element is implemented, so that the Internet, a
wide area network, a local network, a metropolitan area
network, or the like can be used.
[0071] The memory 504 may include a read-only mem-
ory and a random access memory, and provides an in-
struction and data for the processor 503. A part of the
memory 504 may further include a high-speed random
access memory (RAM, Random Access Memory), and
may further include a non-volatile memory (non-volatile
memory).
[0072] The memory 504 stores the following elements:
an operation instruction and an operating system, and
an executable module or a data structure of the operation
instruction and the operating system, or a subset of the
operation instruction and the operating system, or an ex-
tension set of the operation instruction and the operating
system.
[0073] The operation instruction includes various op-
eration instructions, and is used to implement various
operations.
[0074] The operating system includes various system
programs, and is used to implement various basic serv-
ices and process a hardware-based task.
[0075] In this embodiment of the present invention, by
invoking the operation instruction (the operation instruc-
tion may be stored in the operating system) stored in the
memory 504, the processor 503 is configured to:

receive, by using the receiver 501 in a first period of
time, n encrypted random parameters sent by n sec-
ond nodes in a system, and receive, in a second
period of time, n mapping relationships and n keys

that are sent by the n second nodes, where each
mapping relationship is a one-to-one mapping rela-
tionship between an encrypted random parameter
and a key; and
decrypt, in a third period of time, the n encrypted
random parameters by using the n mapping relation-
ships and the n keys, to obtain a target random pa-
rameter set, and generate target winning numbers
by using the target random parameter set, where
the first period of time, the second period of time,
and the third period of time are chronologically ar-
ranged in ascending order.

[0076] In some implementations, the foregoing proc-
essor 503 may be further configured to:

send the n target random parameters to the n second
nodes in a fourth period of time, where
the receiver 501 receives, in the fourth period of time,
random parameter sets sent by the n second nodes;
compare the n random parameter sets sent by the
n second nodes with the target random parameter
set;
determine, from the n random parameter sets and
the target random parameter set, a first candidate
random parameter set that has a smallest difference
with the other random parameter sets; and
generate the target winning numbers by using the
first candidate random parameter set.

[0077] In some implementations, the foregoing proc-
essor 503 may be further configured to:

send the target winning numbers to the n second
nodes in the fourth period of time, where
the receiver 501 is used to receive, in the fourth pe-
riod of time, n winning numbers sent by the n second
nodes;
count a quantity of winning numbers that exist in both
the target winning numbers and the n winning num-
bers; and
use, as the target winning numbers, winning num-
bers that exist in both the target winning numbers
and the n winning numbers and whose quantities are
the largest.

[0078] In some implementations, the foregoing proc-
essor 503 may be further configured to:

decrypt, in the third period of time, the n encrypted
random parameters by using the n mapping relation-
ships and the n keys, to obtain the n target random
parameters;
determine a second candidate random parameter
set from the n target random parameters according
to a preset filter criterion, where the second candi-
date random parameter set includes m candidate
random parameters, m ≤ n, and m is a positive inte-
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ger; and
generate the target winning numbers by using the
second candidate random parameter set.

[0079] In some implementations, the foregoing proc-
essor 503 may be further configured to:

if the receiver 501 receives, after the first period of
time, a new encrypted random parameter sent by a
second node that newly participates in a lot drawing,
discard the new encrypted random parameter;
if the receiver 501 receives, after the second period
of time, a new mapping relationship and a new key
that are sent by a second node that newly partici-
pates in a lot drawing, discard the new mapping re-
lationship and the new key; or
discard, in the third period of time, an encrypted ran-
dom parameter that fails to be decrypted and that is
in the n encrypted random parameters.

[0080] In some implementations, the foregoing proc-
essor 503 may be further configured to:
send synchronization information to the n second nodes
in the system by using the transmitter 502, where the
synchronization information is used for synchronization
between the n second nodes and the first node.
[0081] Optionally, an algorithm used to generate the
target winning numbers by using the target random pa-
rameter set is irreversible and unpredictable.
[0082] In the foregoing embodiments, the description
of each embodiment has respective focuses. For a part
that is not described in detail in an embodiment, reference
may be made to related descriptions in other embodi-
ments.
[0083] It may be clearly understood by a person skilled
in the art that, for the purpose of convenient and brief
description, for a detailed working process of the forego-
ing system, apparatus, and unit, reference may be made
to a corresponding process in the foregoing method em-
bodiments, and details are not described herein again.
[0084] In the several embodiments provided in this ap-
plication, it should be understood that the disclosed sys-
tem, apparatus, and method may be implemented in oth-
er manners. For example, the described apparatus em-
bodiment is merely an example. For example, the unit
division is merely logical function division and may be
other division in actual implementation. For example, a
plurality of units or components may be combined or in-
tegrated into another system, or some features may be
ignored or not performed. In addition, the displayed or
discussed mutual couplings or direct couplings or com-
munication connections may be implemented by using
some interfaces. The indirect couplings or communica-
tion connections between the apparatuses or units may
be implemented in electronic, mechanical, or other forms.
[0085] The units described as separate parts may or
may not be physically separate, and parts displayed as
units may or may not be physical units, may be located

in one position, or may be distributed on a plurality of
network units. Some or all of the units may be selected
according to actual requirements to achieve the objec-
tives of the solutions of the embodiments.
[0086] In addition, functional units in the embodiments
of the present invention may be integrated into one
processing unit, or each of the units may exist alone phys-
ically, or two or more units are integrated into one unit.
The integrated unit may be implemented in a form of hard-
ware, or may be implemented in a form of a software
functional unit.
[0087] When the integrated unit is implemented in the
form of a software functional unit and sold or used as an
independent product, the integrated unit may be stored
in a computer-readable storage medium. Based on such
an understanding, the technical solutions of the present
invention essentially, or the part contributing to the prior
art, or all or some of the technical solutions may be im-
plemented in the form of a software product. The software
product is stored in a storage medium and includes sev-
eral instructions for instructing a computer device (which
may be a personal computer, a server, or a network de-
vice) to perform all or some of the steps of the methods
described in the embodiments of the present invention.
The foregoing storage medium includes: any medium
that can store program code, such as a USB flash drive,
a removable hard disk, a read-only memory (ROM, Read-
Only Memory), a random access memory (RAM, Ran-
dom Access Memory), a magnetic disk, or an optical disc.
[0088] A method for generating winning numbers and
an apparatus provided in the present invention are de-
scribed in detail above. The principle and implementation
of the present invention are described in the specification
by using specific embodiments. The description about
the embodiments is merely provided to help understand
the method and core ideas of the present invention. In
addition, a person of ordinary skill in the art can make
variations and modifications to the present invention in
terms of the specific implementations and application
scopes according to the ideas of the present invention.
Therefore, the content of specification shall not be con-
strued as a limit to the present invention.

Claims

1. A method for generating winning numbers, wherein
the method comprises:

receiving, by a first node in a first period of time,
n encrypted random parameters sent by n sec-
ond nodes in a system, wherein n is a positive
integer;
receiving, by the first node in a second period
of time, n mapping relationships and n keys that
are sent by the n second nodes, wherein each
mapping relationship is a one-to-one mapping
relationship between an encrypted random pa-
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rameter and a key; and
decrypting, by the first node in a third period of
time, the n encrypted random parameters by us-
ing the n mapping relationships and the n keys,
to obtain a target random parameter set, and
generating target winning numbers by using the
target random parameter set, wherein
the first period of time, the second period of time,
and the third period of time are chronologically
arranged in ascending order.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein after the
decrypting, by the first node in a third period of time,
the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain a
target random parameter set, the method further
comprises:
sending, by the first node, the target random param-
eter set to the n second nodes in a fourth period of
time.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein after the
decrypting, by the first node in a third period of time,
the n encrypted random parameters by using the n
mapping relationships and the n keys, to obtain a
target random parameter set, and before the gener-
ating target winning numbers by using the target ran-
dom parameter set, the method further comprises:

receiving, by the first node in the fourth period
of time, n random parameter sets sent by the n
second nodes;
comparing the n random parameter sets sent by
the n second nodes with the target random pa-
rameter set; and
determining, from the n random parameter sets
and the target random parameter set, a first can-
didate random parameter set that has a smallest
difference with the other random parameter
sets; and
the generating target winning numbers by using
the target random parameter set comprises:
generating, by the first node, the target winning
numbers by using the first candidate random pa-
rameter set.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein after the decrypting, by the first node in a
third period of time, the n encrypted random param-
eters by using the n mapping relationships and the
n keys, to obtain a target random parameter set, the
method further comprises:
sending, by the first node, the target winning num-
bers to the n second nodes in the fourth period of
time.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein after the
sending, by the first node, the target random param-

eter set to the n second nodes in a fourth period of
time, or after the sending, by the first node, the target
winning numbers to the n second nodes in the fourth
period of time, the method further comprises:

receiving, by the first node in the fourth period
of time, n winning numbers sent by the n second
nodes;
counting a quantity of winning numbers that exist
in both the target winning numbers and the n
winning numbers; and
using, by the first node as the target winning
numbers, winning numbers that exist in both the
target winning numbers and the n winning num-
bers and whose quantities are the largest.

6. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 5,
wherein the decrypting, by the first node in a third
period of time, the n encrypted random parameters
by using the n mapping relationships and the n keys,
to obtain a target random parameter set, and gen-
erating target winning numbers by using the target
random parameter set specifically comprises:

decrypting, by the first node in the third period
of time, the n encrypted random parameters by
using the n mapping relationships and the n
keys, to obtain n target random parameters;
determining, by the first node, a second candi-
date random parameter set from the n target ran-
dom parameters according to a preset filter cri-
terion, wherein the second candidate random
parameter set comprises m candidate random
parameters, m ≤ n, and m is a positive integer;
and
generating, by the first node, the target winning
numbers by using the second candidate random
parameter set.

7. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 6,
wherein the method further comprises at least one
of the following cases:

if the first node receives, after the first period of
time, a new encrypted random parameter sent
by a second node that newly participates in a lot
drawing, discarding, by the first node, the new
encrypted random parameter;
if the first node receives, after the second period
of time, a new mapping relationship and a new
key that are sent by a second node that newly
participates in a lot drawing, discarding, by the
first node, the new mapping relationship and the
new key; or
discarding, by the first node in the third period
of time, an encrypted random parameter that
fails to be decrypted and that is in the n encrypt-
ed random parameters.
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8. The method according to claim 1, wherein an algo-
rithm used to generate the target winning numbers
by using the target random parameter set is irrevers-
ible and unpredictable.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the
receiving, by a first node in a first period of time,
encrypted random parameters sent by n second
nodes in a system, the method further comprises:
sending, by the first node, synchronization informa-
tion to the n second nodes in the system, wherein
the synchronization information is used for synchro-
nization between the n second nodes and the first
node.

10. A first node, wherein the first node comprises:

a receiving module, configured to receive, in a
first period of time, n encrypted random param-
eters sent by n second nodes in a system,
wherein n is a positive integer; and
receive, in a second period of time, n mapping
relationships and n keys that are sent by the n
second nodes, wherein each mapping relation-
ship is a one-to-one mapping relationship be-
tween an encrypted random parameter and a
key; and
a processing module, configured to decrypt, in
a third period of time, the n encrypted random
parameters by using the n mapping relation-
ships and the n keys, to obtain a target random
parameter set, and generate target winning
numbers by using the target random parameter
set, wherein
the first period of time, the second period of time,
and the third period of time are chronologically
arranged in ascending order.

11. The first node according to claim 10, wherein the
apparatus further comprises a sending module, and
the sending module is configured to send the n target
random parameters to the n second nodes in a fourth
period of time.

12. The first node according to claim 11, wherein the
receiving module is further configured to:

receive, in the fourth period of time, random pa-
rameter sets sent by the n second nodes; and
the processing module is further configured to:

compare the n random parameter sets sent
by the n second nodes with the target ran-
dom parameter set;
determine, from the n random parameter
sets and the target random parameter set,
a first candidate random parameter set that
has a smallest difference with the other ran-

dom parameter sets; and
generate the target winning numbers by us-
ing the first candidate random parameter
set.

13. The first node according to any one of claims 10 to
12, wherein the apparatus comprises the sending
module, and the sending module is configured to
send the target winning numbers to the n second
nodes in the fourth period of time.

14. The first node according to claim 13, wherein the
receiving module is further configured to:

receive, in the fourth period of time, n winning
numbers sent by the n second nodes; and
the processing module is further configured to:

count a quantity of winning numbers that
exist in both the target winning numbers and
the n winning numbers; and
use, as the target winning numbers, winning
numbers that exist in both the target winning
numbers and the n winning numbers and
whose quantities are the largest.

15. The first node according to any one of claims 10 to
14, wherein the processing module is specifically
configured to:

decrypt, in the third period of time, the n encrypt-
ed random parameters by using the n mapping
relationships and the n keys, to obtain n target
random parameters;
determine a second candidate random param-
eter set from the n target random parameters
according to a preset filter criterion, wherein the
second candidate random parameter set com-
prises m candidate random parameters, m ≤ n,
and m is a positive integer; and
generate the target winning numbers by using
the second candidate random parameter set.

16. The first node according to any one of claims 10 to
15, wherein the processing module is further config-
ured to execute at least one of the following cases:

if the receiving module receives, after the first
period of time, a new encrypted random param-
eter sent by a second node that newly partici-
pates in a lot drawing, discarding the new en-
crypted random parameter;
if the receiving module receives, after the sec-
ond period of time, a new mapping relationship
and a new key that are sent by a second node
that newly participates in a lot drawing, discard-
ing the new mapping relationship and the new
key; or
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discarding, in the third period of time, an encrypt-
ed random parameter that fails to be decrypted
and that is in the n encrypted random parame-
ters.

17. The first node according to claim 10, wherein an al-
gorithm used to generate the target winning numbers
by using the target random parameter set is irrevers-
ible and unpredictable.

18. The first node according to claim 10, wherein the
sending module is further configured to:
send synchronization information to the n second
nodes in the system, wherein the synchronization
information is used for synchronization between the
n second nodes and the first node.
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